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dition both without and within, like a State dishonoured
by civil war. It is this that makes one shrink from dis-
playing before a larger public a purely personal conflict;
provided, of course, that one does not suffer front an
over-daring self-esteem. But when it happens that the
connection between the personal problem and the* l;irge*r
contemporary events is discerned and understood, a rela-
tivity is established that promises release from the isolation
of the purely personal; in other words, the subjective
problem is amplified to the dimensions of a general
question of our society. This is no small gain as regards
the possibility of a solution. For, whereas the rather
meagre energy of conscious interest in one's own person
was hitherto the only source available for the personal
problem, there is now assembled the combined forces of
collective instinct, which flow in and unite with the: in-
terests of the ego; thus a new situation is brought about
which offers new possibilities of a solution, For what
would never have been possible to personal will or courage
is made possible by the force of collective instinct; it
bears a man over obstacles which his own personal energy
could never overcome*
We are therefore prompted to conjecture that it was
largely the impressions of contemporary events that gave
Schiller the courage to undertake this attempt to solve
the conflict between the individual and the social function,
The same antagonism was also deeply sensed by
Rousseau—indeed it was the starting point of his work
Emile, ou de tEducation (1762), Several passages arc to
be found in it which have interest for our problem.
" L'homme civil n'est qu'mie unit^ fractionnairo qui ticnt
au d<§nominateur, et dont la valeur cat dans son rapport avec
1'entier, qui est le corps social Les bonnes institutions soclales
sont celles qui savent le mieux d6natur©r Phoramo, lui 6ter son
existence absolue pour lui en donner une relative, et
le moi dans ljunit£ commune,

